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BJU Press Teacher Tools Online User Guide

Through the new Teacher Tools Online platform, teachers will be able to access an abundance of resources 
they can use to create an effective classroom experience.

The title bar at the top of the page allows teachers to quickly navigate between the resources available.

Here teachers will find the “Dashboard,” which offers frequently used items, the “Resource” library, the 
“ShopTalk” community, “Ed Articles” (useful educational articles), and a link to “External Resources” on the 
BJU Press Christian school website.

The dashboard of the Teacher Tools Online platform offers fast access to recently used resources for 
teaching and development.

Teachers can easily save their favorite and most frequently used resources so that they can be accessed 
from the dashboard. Select the “Resources” tab to find all resources available for assigned grades and 
disciplines. Tag favorites by selecting the button in the bottom right corner of each item.
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The ShopTalk community allows Christian school teachers from across the country to communicate with 
each other about issues in education. It is a place for teachers to share their experiences and insights as 
well as their own struggles so that they may be able to encourage other teachers and be encouraged in 
turn. Recent ShopTalk threads may be found on the dashboard, but selecting the “ShopTalk” tab will show 
an expanded view with the latest discussions and categories. Teachers may also add new discussions and 
comments from this tab. When adding a new discussion, they should be sure to include both a category 
and the grade level and discipline the new discussion applies to. Teachers are also encouraged to share 
their favorite resources in the ShopTalk community by linking to an external data storage site.
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New to Teacher Tools Online are educational articles that have previously been available only through the 
BJU Press Christian school website. Teachers may sort these articles by categories and tags. Recently added 
articles will appear on the dashboard next to new ShopTalk threads.


